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INTRODUCTION
This thesis focuses on Dhaka, Bangladesh, and the
urban interface between the more formal developed
parts of the city and the less-formal and more
economically-vulnerable urban neighborhoods.
It seeks to reframe this interface as an ‘ecotone’
versus a hard boundary. By reframing this area along
ecological lines, this interface is positioned as a place
with a great diversity of ‘species’ and fertile
conditions and collisions, which allow it to act as a
generator of new opportunities benefitting both of the
communities (biomes) which transition into it.
This ecotone is seen as being further fed by the
presence of urban ecology and open space. Together,
in their dynamic state of interactions, these three
conditions or communities are understood as a new
starting point – a catalyst – for the city of the future,
one where each community has a place but where
vitality, sustainability, and opportunity lie in the zone
of overlap and integration.
The purpose of this thesis is to make the public aware
that each community, even the informal one, has its
uniqueness and is valuable to be defended and to find
a manageable balance on shared resources among all
these communities. At the same time, benefits could be
received by all relevant communities in contemporary
and future urbanization.
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BACKGROUND
Due to uneven economic development and unfair government policies, there
are informal settlements around the world. In some countries, some less-formal
developed communities are even closely adjacent to wealthy areas. The public
often ignores people in these less-developed communities, and population
segregation usually occurs here. Moreover, some governments will drive these
people out for economic development and urban gentrification.
In the face of urban renewal, poor people are usually ignored by the government
when illegal settlements are displaced, and they become victims of the city.
For instance, after the big fire in an illegal apartment in Daxing District, Beijing
on November 21, 2017, the city began the renovation of the illegal apartments.
Most of the tenants came from other provinces in China to Beijing to work.

JUFUYUAN APARTMENT, DAXING DISTRICT, BEIJING
Dwellers are moving out of their rented apartments, while illegal
apartments have begun to be demolished.

Without advance notice, they were forcibly evicted within three days to one
week. At the same time, few relevant policies were carried out to resettle these
migrants.
In another example, it is often reported that fires frequently occur in Karail slum
in Dhaka, Bangladesh. In fact, some of the fires are set by local governments or
landowners. They dislodge the slum people through fires to obtain land. Those
who are in power do not care about these slum people at all. Over time, the land
occupied by informal slum is eaten up piece by piece.
However, the truth is that these slum people are actually running the entire city,
and they are providing the most basic services for the citizens.
Therefore, this thesis is trying to bring this group of people to the public and
provide them a bright future. At the same time, the author is discovering what
this group could mean for future urbanism besides being abandoned.

KARAIL SLUM, DHAKA, BANGLADESH
A fire is happening in Karail, destroying shelters for local people.
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MAIN ISSUES
Uneven Flow Exchange and Resource Distribution between Communities

Under the topic of informal settlements, flow exchange between informally

city market”. Some issues are in the social aspect like local adults might

developed settlements and neighboring urban communities are worthy of

go out for work even on weekends and holidays. As a result, few working

study.

parents can take care of their kids, and the demands of kids’ growth, such

In this thesis, the flow exchanges can be defined as the ones between a

as accompanying and recreation, might be ignored since most parents

system and a subsystem. These flows include both material and immaterial

are only able to afford their basic living needs.

exchanges, such as resources, labor, wealth, and waste, as well as stressful
living, historical memory, and entertainment needs.

Currently, hard walls, fences and rivers usually appear on the boundaries

These exchange flows are almost spontaneous. For instance, inside of

of these communities, as these informal neighborhoods are usually

informal settlements, locals need more resources from outside to survive,

segregated from other parts of cities. Therefore, these exchange flows

and the outer world needs more cheap labor to function well.

are unequal. A large number of outflux comes from informal settlements,

However, many issues occur in the exchange process. For example, some

like usually poor people providing the most basic labor for city

problems might be caused by local infrastructure. Dwellers in slums might

operations. Still, only a small amount of influx penetrates these

spend a significant amount of time and money on daily commuting to work.

settlements. Poor residents there cannot share the same resources as

Mike Davis mentions in “Plant of Slums” that “they spend a hellish average

others outside. Resource distribution here is hugely uneven.

of three hours each day commuting to their workplaces” and “who spends
almost half her monthly income of $21 on transportation to and from the

Urban Inquality between Neighboring Communities
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A Metaphor Diagram
between Ecological Ecotone and Urban Ecitone

METHOD: “URBAN ECOTONE” AS A SOLUTION
Initially, “ecotone” is an ecology term and is used to describe these

CONCEPT DIAGRAM
Flow Exchanges between Systems

transition zones in local vegetation patterns. Today ecotones are
recognized as functional parts of the landscape, as “zones where spatial or
temporal rates of change in ecological structure or function are rapid
relative to rates across the landscape as a whole.” Here, the term ‘ecotone’
is borrowed into the urbanism field. Furthermore, “urban ecotone” in this
thesis is used to describe the interface between two communities with
inequality. The interface is considered as a transition zone instead of a hard
boundary.
As an ecotone, it should be frequently high in biological diversity and be
sensitive indicators. An urban ecotone may share these characters as well.
For instance, human activities should be diverse, social problems should be
various and severe, and the condition of urban-slum intersecting should be
most complicated in an urban ecotone. Also, as “organized complexity”
concept mentioned by Steven Johnson, issues in urban ecotone might
function as these “all interrelated variables”. Even a tiny intervention in
urban ecotone could influence much in all three systems.
CONCEPT DIAGRAM
Ecotone in Urban Context
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ECOLOGICAL ECOTONE | URBAN ECOTONE
Ecotone is a transition zone at the interface of ecosystems.

BIOLOGICAL CHAIN DIAGRAM
How Ecological Ecotone Functions in Ecosystems
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ECOLOGICAL ECOTONE | URBAN ECOTONE
Urban Ecotone is a transition zone at urban interface.

HUMAN ACTIVITIES CHAIN DIAGRAM
How Urban Ecotone Functions in Urban Systems
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URBAN ECOTONE | COMMONS
In urban ecotones, the shared resource is a crucial factor. These shared
resources are the foundation on which urban ecotone can play its role. These
shared resources provide more potentials for the activities, connections and
benefits generated in ecotone.
In this thesis, the term “commons” is used here to describe the environmental
shared resources.
“The commons is the cultural and natural resources accessible to all members
of a society, including natural materials such as air, water, and a habitable
earth. These resources are held in common, not owned privately. Commons
HISTORICAL COMMON LAND

can also be understood as natural resources that groups of people
(communities, user groups) manage for individual and collective benefit.
Characteristically, this involves a variety of informal norms and values (social
practice) employed for a governance mechanism. Commons can be also
defined as a social practice of governing a resource not by state or market but
by a community of users that self-governs the resource through institutions
that it creates.”
Urban Commons originated from traditional common land in the New England
Area. “Common land is land owned collectively by a number of persons, or by
one person, but over which other people have certain traditional rights, such as
to allow their livestock to graze upon it, to collect wood, or to cut turf for fuel.”

URBAN COMMONS
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COMMONS: SHARED RESOURCES
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In this thesis, the shared resources are defined as
waterbody and green space.
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CASE 1 :STUDY ON MEXICO-US BORDER
ESTUDIO TEDDY CRUZ + FONNA FORMAN
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Study on Mexico-US Border
Estudio Teddy Cruz + Fonna Forman
MEXUS: A GEOGRAPHY OF INTERDEPENDENCE
The Mexico-US border is often maligned as a site of violence and crime, division and
fear. By contrast, MEXUS represents this national threshold as a site of urban and
political experimentation, from which more inclusive public imaginaries can emerge
based on interdependence and cooperation.
MEXUS visualizes the many cross-border flows—the watersheds, indigenous and
protected lands, and ecological and metropolitan zones—that transgress the line.
The wall cannot contain many things. The border is not simply a place where things
end. This reality presents a challenge: un-wall our political imagination and consider
a more porous border region. MEXUS challenges the legitimacy of an undifferentiated line between nations imposed onto a territory, which truncates the social and
environmental systems that bridge divided nations. MEXUS presents a thicker set of
ecologies framed by the existing structure of binational watersheds that sustain the
entire region.
MEXUS is comprised of the eight watershed systems shared by Mexico and the

WATERSHED MAPPING
A Shared Water Resource on Mexico-US Border

United States, including the westernmost Tijuana River Watershed.
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CASE 2 : MANUFACTURED SITES
ESTUDIO TEDDY CRUZ + FONNA FORMAN
33

MANUFACTURED SITES
Estudio Teddy Cruz + Fonna Forman
On San Diego-Tijuana border, some of the wealthiest
neighborhoods in the United States are just a short
drive from some of the poorest communities in
Mexico. As used materials flow from San Diego to
Tijuana, transforming the kinds of structures created
there, people move from Tijuana to San Diego,
retrofitting neighborhoods to accommodate their
needs.
Teddy Cruz’s practice in San Diego has used its
experience of Mexican/US border conditions to inform
a project of ‘urban acupuncture’ that has the potential
to bridge the enormity of a transnational divide that
exists between two adjacent communities. In essence
a simple prefabricated aluminium frame,
Manufactured Sites could provide the much-needed,
small scale infrastructures and services for favela-like
settlements.

MANUFATURED SITES COLLAGE
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CH APTER ON E
Understanding Bangladesh & Dhaka
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OVERVIEW OF DHAKA
“Dhaka, formerly known as Dacca,is the capital and the largest city of
Bangladesh. It is the ninth-largest, and the sixth-most densely populated city
in the world, with a population of 21 million people in the Greater Dhaka Area.”
Area of Great Dhaka Area: 2161.17 km2

+ CHINA
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+

+ INDIA

Dhaka
+ MYANMAR

Population/Area Scale Comparison
Population
Area
Dhaka

Shanghai

Boston
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INEQUALITY IN DHAKA
The inequality existing in Dhaka city is a fundamental reason why it was
selected as the site of the thesis. Dhaka has a significant amount of slum
population in Bangladesh. Here, the poorest community is located closely
adjacent to the wealthiest community. In these impoverished
communities, people’s most basic daily needs are not met. There is no
basic drainage system, no formally constructed roads, and even toilet
facilities cannot be guaranteed. People here do not expect to meet more
advanced needs, such as medical treatment.

SLUM CLUSTERS DISTRIBUTION IN DHAKA
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HYDROLOGY IN BANGLADESH AND DHAKA
There are two major rivers in Bangladesh, which flow from north to south
and eventually merge into the Bay of Bengal. Among them, one is River

River Ganges

Dhaka

Brahmaputra flowing through China, and the other one is River Ganges
flowing through India. They are all supplied by glacial melting snow from
the northern Himalayas.
However, Dhaka is located in a flat area in the middle of Bangladesh. The
only running river is River Buriganga located on the southwest side of
Dhaka, which is a branch of River Ganges. Water in Dhaka is not mainly
affected by these two major rivers and meltwater from the north side.
Rather, water level here only fluctuates up and down according to
changes in local precipitation. In the monsoon season (rainy season from
June to October), the water level here is about 7ft below ground.

300,000 FT
N

Bay of Bengal

WATERWAY
WATER BODY

HYDROLOGY MAPPING IN BANGLADESH
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CH APTER T WO
Understanding Karail and Neighboring Communities
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BANANI

T&T COLONY

GULSHAN

TESTING SITE | FOUR COMMUNITIES
KARAIL

There are four communities with three different
conditions.
01 A slum community, Karail.
02 High-end communities, Gulshan and Banani.
03 A poorly developed community T&T colony,
which has a mixture character of surrounding
communities.
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SITE ISSUES | FLOODING
Due to urbanization and city expansion, the original wetland around
Dhaka and some old retention ponds in the city have been filled. With
continuous urbanization, the ground surface becomes more and more
solid, which makes this whole area lose the ability to drain floodwater.
Flooding is widespread among all these communities, and even the
wealthiest community still suffers from flooding. In the slum community,
people live in a very humid environment. Once the flood occurs, their
beds in the shelter will even become wet, but people here cannot solve
this problem. In some affluent communities, such as the Gulshan
community, a formal drainage system has been established, and the
ground floor of the buildings have been built as a hollow floor to serve as
a parking lot to deal with flooding problems. However, whenever the flood
comes, the streets here will still be submerged, and the water can even
rise up to the knees of pedestrians. Here, the unsolvable flood problems
constantly swipe away the economy in the city.
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SITE ISSUES | GARBAGE and HUMAN WASTE
People here live with garbage every day. Whether rich or poor, garbage is
always there. People here don’t have the consciousness to dispose of
waste and recycle trash as if they can’t see the trash. In the inner lakes
and ponds around these communities, there is floating garbage. As there
is no perfect waste treatment system, most human waste is directly
discharged into the water, so that in many water bodies, algae blooming
appears
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COMMUNIT Y STREETSCAPE T YPOLOGY

Karail Community
T&T Colony Community
Gulshan Community
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

A. Residential Street

KARAIL COMMUNITY

B. Commercial Street

C. Open Space
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

T&T COLONY COMMUNITY

A. Residential Street

B. Open Space
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

GULSHAN COMMUNITY

A. Commercial Street (Main Street Level)
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

GULSHAN COMMUNITY

B. Residential Street
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

GULSHAN COMMUNITY

C. Residential-retail Street
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STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

GULSHAN COMMUNITY

D. Open Space
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COMMUNIT Y TR ANSITION T YPOLOGY

Typology A | Slum — High-end
Typology B | High-end — High-end
Typology C | Poorly-Developed — High-end
Typology D | Slum — Slum
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TYPOLOGY A SLUM COMMUNITY — HIGH-END COMMUNITY

A4
A3
A5

A1

A6

A2
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18-Story Residential Building

A1 KARAIL - LAKE - GALSHAN (HIGHLY DEVELOPED)

Floating Garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Karail Community

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Aquatic Plants

Mean Water Level
Shrinking from -7ft to -11ft

Solid
Wall

Gulshan Community

Ground Floor as Parking Space

Paved Solid Surface
Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill
Building Foundation

A2 KARAIL - LAKE - GALSHAN (MID-RISE PART)
7-Story Residential Building

About 30ft-long Stilts
Karail Community

Local Bamboo ‘Bridge’

Landing
Spot

Gulshan Community

Ground Floor as Parking Space

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill

Building Foundation
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A3 KARAIL - LAKE - GALSHAN (MID-RISE PART)

Bridge
connecting Karail & Gulshan

Unpaved
Walkway

Soil Bank

Connecting to River System

Mean Water Level
-7ft to -11ft

Floating garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Divided Lakes

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill

A4 KARAIL - LAKE - GALSHAN (MID-RISE PART)

Vacant Land
(Covered by
Garbage &
Wild Pants)
Karail Community

Aquatic
Plants

Unpaved
Walkway

Soil Bank

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Floating Garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Landing
Spot

Unpaved Vacant Land
(Gathering, Tranportation,
Parking)
Gulshan Community

Paved
Solid Surface
Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill

Building
Foundation
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A5 BANANI - LAKE - KARAIL

Short Fence
Gulshan Community

Floating Garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Karail Community

Paved Solid Surface
Wet Surface Soil & Clay

Building Foundation

Landfill

A6 BANANI - LAKE - KARAIL

Drainage Channel

Solid walll

Mean Water Level
-7ft to -11ft

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Floating Garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Unpaved Walkway
Karail Community

Gulshan Community

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Building Foundation

Landfill
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TYPOLOGY B HIGH-END COMMUNITY — HIGH-END COMMUNITY

B2

B1
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B1 BANANI - LAKE - BANANI

6-Story Residential Building

6-Story Residential Building

Tall Fence

Aquatic Plants

Wild Plants

Well-organized Plants
Short Fence

Banani Community

Banani Community

Paved Solid Surface
Building Foundation

Wet Surface Soil & Clay

Building Foundation

Landfill

B2 BANANI - LAKE - GALSHAN

6-Story Residential Building

6-Story Residential Building

Paved
Pedestrian

Wild Vegetation
Solid Wall/
Metal Sheet

Banani Community

Floating Garbage
Aquatic Plants

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Mean Water Level
Shrinking from -7ft to -11ft

Fence
Gulshan Community

Ground Floor as
Parking Space/Hall

Paved Solid Surface
Building Foundation

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill

Building Foundation
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TYPOLOGY C POORLY DEVELOPED COMMUNITY — HIGH-END COMMUNITY

C1

C2
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C1 T&T COLONY - LAKE - GALSHAN

7-Story
Residential Building

Forest

Mean Water Level
-7ft to -11 ft

Wall / Metal Sheet

Bank Enforcement
Structure (Bamboo)

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Aquatic Plants Well-Paved
Pedestrian

Solid
Ground
Gulshan Community

T&T Colony Community
Ground Floor
as Parking Space

Wet Surface Soil & Clay

Building Foundation

Landfill

C2 T&T COLONY - LAKE - GALSHAN
Poorly-Constructed Building with Bricks and Metal Sheet
Vacant Land
Coverd by Garbage & Wild Plants
(Rickshaw Parking)
6-Story Residential Building
Drainage directly onto vacant land nearby

T&T Colony Community

Mean Water Level
-7ft to -11ft

Bank Enforcement
Structure (Bamboo)

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Aquatic Plants

Solid Bank

Banani
Bridge

Gulshan Community

Ground Floor as Parking Space

Paved Solid Surface
Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill

Building Foundation
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TYPOLOGY D SLUM COMMUNITY — SLUM COMMUNITY

D1 KARAIL - LAKE - KARAIL

Karail Community

Mean Depth
of Banani Lake 6ft

Floating Garbage
& Aquatic Plants

Karail Community

Keep Expanding
towards Water

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
Landfill
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CH APTER THR E E
Design Intervention
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PROPOSAL STATEMENT
This thesis is situated in Dhaka, Bangladesh, a deltaic city of high density and
great social inequity characterized by a high water table and annual flooding
from monsoon rains and melting Himalayan snow that seriously disrupts life
in the urban environment. In Dhaka, water frequently serves as the interface
between distinctly different communities.
In this work, I attempt to use the management of urban waters and its potential to be viewed as an ecotone as a way to create greater equity. To do
this, I take the idea of an ecotone as an area and rework it to be a distributed system of interconnected channels and urban tanks (ponds) to break
through the hard boundaries of social biomes, breaking them into islands
within interlaced water. Where this water system and its vegetated banks
deadends or meanders around dense fabric, “eddies” or “commons” open
up in the form of detention ponds (tanks) and open plazas, where the activities and interactions of the water mix with those of the land as commerce
and exchange, social interactions, communication, public open space and
vegetation offering shade and visual relief. Likewise, bridges become places
of social interaction and exchange, allowing morning markets and evening
walks across the expanse of Banani Lake.
In summary, the system of channels and tanks helps to manage flooding and drain the lands (historically the city was interlaced with channels
and tanks which have been filled in for development). At the same time, by
increasing the water and open space network, barriers are broken down.
The water and its edge is cleaned, expanded, restored and managed by a
government-run conservation crew employing labor from the low-income
communities. The distributed system offers more recreational land to city
dwellers while the large lake offers the potential for community-run aquaculture. Water becomes a living part of the city, rather than a dying and
polluted eyesore – a source of civic pride rather than a “no man’s land”
separating rich from poor.
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DESIGN CONCEPT | EARTH CRACKS
These cracks could be both canals and also green corridors.
With these cracks, I open up the Karail community. And the commons,
these urban ponds, and open spaces are identified along the water. And
the whole water and greenness system could be defined as ecotones.
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OPEN SPACE
PROPOSED GREEN CORRIDOR

VEGETATED AREA

PROPOSED CANALS

FLOATING
SLUM NEIGHBORHOOD

BANANI LAKE

SITE PLAN
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DESIGN STRATEGY 01
Open Up Water Surface | Relocate Part of Slum Structures

Housing Relocating Proposal

Relocating

Expansion of Korail slum over the time period
(Source: Studio project of 12 Batch of Department of Architecture, BUET)
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DESIGN STRATEGY 02
Cut and Fill | Enlarge Drainage Capacity and Provide New Waterfront Space

CURRENT CONDITION

CUT

FILL

PROPOSAL
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DEISGN STRATEGY 03
Seasonal Dynamic | River Canal- Green Corridor Shifting & Occupation Shifting

Rickshaw Driver
Dry Season ( Nov-May )

Boatman
Monsoon Season ( Jun-Oct )

This dynamic shifting between wet and dry seasons could also provide
Dry Season ( Nov-May )

Monsoon Season ( Jun-Oct )

alternative occupations for local people, like rickshaw drivers in dry
seasons could become boatmen in rainy seasons.
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DESIGN STRATEGY 04
Set A Industry Chain On Garabage Collection and Recycle by On-water Transportation
Take Garbage as a Resource and Improve Water Quality

+

+

+
+

+ Garbage Recycle Stations
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PROPOSED TRANSITION SECTIONS
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New transitions between different communities appear here. People in each community begin to have their
unique ways to live together with water. The relationship between residents and water is different due to the
individual characters of each community
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Banani Community

Building Foundation

Building Foundation

Wet Surface Soil & Clay
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For Karail, as this community starts to become several islands, these floating platforms
on water or between structures are considered as the commons.
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DESIGN DETAILS | SLUM COMMUNITY : KARAIL
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RENDERING FOR KARAIL COMMUNITY
In the recent future, people start to live on boats
and clean the water.
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For T&T colony, in monsoon season, there will be canals, and in dry seasons, these canals become a greenway with these elevated walkways. Seasonal framing could be invested in some periods of this swale in help with the local economy.
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DESIGN DETAILS | POORLY-DEVELOPED COMMUNITY : T&T COLONY
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For T&T colony, in monsoon season, there will be canals, and in dry seasons, these canals become a greenway with these elevated walkways. Seasonal framing could be invested in some periods of this swale in help with the local economy.
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RENDERING FOR T&T COLONY COMMUNITY COMMONS
In this shady place, people get to rest, do their laundry, and children are
plying here.
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As this is the city’s most solid community, several streets with less importance are
turned into detention swales. With these swales and underground pipes, the inner
lakes, existing parks, and new proposed ponds are all connected into a crack and bring
the community softness and resilience.
There are waterfront stairs and urban ghats, which are historically here but getting
filled up as urban development.
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The green zone could function as a biol-filter to purify the bad air and terrible smells
coming from the slum opposite the lake on the waterfront of Banani Lake.
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